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Abstract. The evolution of the Web as an enabling tool for e-business
introduces a challenge to understanding the execution behavior of largescale middleware systems, such as J2EE [2], and their commercial workloads. This paper presents a brief description of the whole-stack analysis
and optimization system – being developed at IBM Research – for commercial workloads on Websphere Application Server (WAS) [5] – IBM’s
implementation of J2EE – running on IBM’s pSeries [4] and zSeries[3]
server systems.
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Introduction

Understanding the execution behavior of a software or hardware system is crucial for improving its execution performance (i.e., optimization or performance
tuning). The evolution of the Web as an enabling tool for e-business introduces
a challenge to understanding the execution behavior of large-scale middleware
systems, such as J2EE [2], and their applications.
J2EE is a collection of Java interfaces and classes for business applications.
J2EE implementations provide a container that hosts Enterprise JavaBeans
(EJBs), from which J2EE applications are constructed. The J2EE container
is like an operating system for EJBs, providing services such as database access
and messaging, as well as managing resources like threads and memory.
J2EE is a Java application running on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The
JVM in turn is like an operating system for J2EE and its applications, providing services such as synchronizations and memory management. JVM, typically
written in C or C++, is an application of the underlying operating system,
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Fig. 1. Performance Analysis and Optimization Methodology

which itself is a client of the underlying hardware. The complicated interactions
between the various layers of the software stack, from the J2EE applications
to J2EE to JVM and to the operating system, and the underlying hardware
layer, is a major source of the challenge to understanding and optimizing the
performance of large-scale middleware systems and their applications.
This paper presents a brief description of the whole-stack analysis and optimization system – being developed at IBM Research – for commercial workloads on Websphere Application Server (WAS) running on IBM’s pSeries [4] and
zSeries[3] server systems. WAS is IBM’s implementation of the J2EE middleware.
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Whole-Stack Analysis and Optimization System

Figure 1 shows the performance analysis and optimization methodology of the
system. The methodology provides means for:
1. instrumenting the software layers to collect statistics about software events
at source level,
2. instrumenting hardware to collect statistics about various hardware events,
and more importantly
3. correlating these two so that one can see the hardware events that correspond
to a software event, and vice versa.
This enables the detection of hot-spots at either level and initiate generation of
corresponding events at the other level.
The system employs static and dynamic instrumentation of the whole software stack, and generates trace of various software and hardware runtime events
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both for online reduction and offline evaluation. Two major analyses are then
applied to the trace: the spatial code analysis and the temporal event correlation.
The spatial code analysis identifies the static code body whose execution
behavior is of interest; it identifies methods or basic blocks in a method that
incur high execution overhead. A major tool of this analysis is the static and
dynamic call graph and the call tree. The temporal event correlation correlates
runtime events and performance metrics from the software and the hardware
layers that are of interests; it identifies the relationship among various runtime
events, such as Java garbage collection or thread synchronizations, and performance metrics such as cycles per instruction (CPI). Figure 2 shows an example
performance metric trace that exhibits the correlation between CPI and the
data TLB misses. The trace is generated by IBM’s hardware performance monitor (hpm) tool kits [1]. Figure 3 shows the system layers, and examples of the
performance metrics available for each layer.
The results from the spatial code analysis and the temporal event correlation
are combined to identify static code bodies responsible for relatively poor performance, and potential remedies for unsatisfactory performance. Based on these
findings, the system is redesigned and modified, and the cycle of performance
analysis and optimization repeats until the performance becomes satisfactory.
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Conclusion

We have presented a brief description of the whole-stack analysis and optimization system, being developed at IBM Research, for commercial workloads on
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Websphere Application Server (WAS) running on IBM’s pSeries [4] and zSeries[3]
server systems. Based on the analysis results we have obtained so far, we are
currently experimenting with several optimizations at the various software stack
layers, from WAS to the operating system, and also at the hardware. We will
publish the results of these optimizations in the future.
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